
 

 

 

 

2020 Private Attorney Involvement Plan 

 The Legal Aid Society’s Volunteer Lawyer Program (VLP) coordinates and 

manages the volunteer efforts of attorneys, paralegals, and law students to address the 

legal needs of Legal Aid clients.  This program is managed by the Managing Attorney 

for Volunteer Services and Community Engagement.  The 2020 Private Attorney 

Involvement Plan was developed to meet our clients’ needs and reflect new changes in 

the law.  VLP continues expanding ongoing work by engaging current and new 

volunteers and contract attorney services.     

 Legal Aid clients continue to seek assistance through the Legal Aid Society as the 

main gateway to Kentucky Courts in civil legal matters of financial security, safety and 

family stability.  VLP strives to assist these clients through a variety of service models 

including self-help measures; direct pro bono representation; limited service through 

the provision of advice and counsel; coordination with in-house staff for the provision 

of services; and the use of contract attorneys.   

Priorities 

 The Legal Aid Society helps eligible clients with civil legal matters that are 

within the five priorities set by the Legal Aid Society’s Board of Directors: 

Support for Families 
Preserving the Home 

Maintaining Economic Stability 
Safety, Stability and Health 

Populations with Special Vulnerabilities 
 
 VLP accepts only those cases that fall within one of these priorities. Requests for 

service that fall outside these priorities are referred to the Kentucky Lawyer Referral 

Service (502.583.1801), a service through which persons can request a referral to an 

attorney based upon practice area. This service entitles the person requesting the 

referral to a free 30-minute consultation and a request can be made for a referral to an 

attorney who handles cases at a reduced rate.   
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Service Area 

 The Legal Aid Society covers a diverse fifteen-county service area including the 

urban area of Metro Louisville, located in Jefferson County, Kentucky with a population 

of over 750,000. Legal Aids clients come from both rural, urban and township areas.  

The counties included in Legal Aid’s service area are:  Breckinridge, Bullitt, Grayson, 

Hardin, Henry, Jefferson, Larue, Marion, Meade, Nelson, Oldham, Shelby, Spencer, 

Trimble and Washington.   

 

Initiatives 

 VLP oversees a variety of programs through which services are provided to 

clients.  This incorporates traditional pro bono models as well as new initiatives.   

Together Lawyers Can 

Together Lawyers Can is a statewide pro bono collaboration between the Kentucky 

Access to Justice Commission, AppalRed Legal Aid, Kentucky Equal Justice Center, 

Kentucky Legal Aid,Legal Aid of the Bluegrass, and Legal Aid Society. 

Kentucky and the rest of the country are facing an unprecedented challenge. Thousands 

of Kentuckians have been infected with the coronavirus and thousands more have been 

directly impacted in the economic aftershock of the crisis. 

Kentucky’s legal aid programs have launched Together Lawyers Can to address the 

anticipated rise in numbers and need for civil legal aid. Together Lawyers Can is a 

state-wide pro bono based program designed to connect Kentucky lawyers from across 

the Commonwealth with our neighbors in crisis due to the pandemic.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4a/Kentucky_counties_map.png
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Eviction Defense Project 

The Legal Aid Society currently has two full-time attorneys in the Housing and 

Government Benefits Unit who represent clients in eviction court in Jefferson County 

Although these attorney are doing a high volume of case, they are unable to meet the 

demand of all who qualify for and need their services.  Recent studies showed that 

Jefferson County’s (Louisville Metro) is twice the national average. Volunteer attorneys 

are part of the answer to address this critical justice gap.  

Legal Aid Society responded by founding the Eviction Defense Project in 2019. The vast 

majority of defendants in eviction court are unrepresented in contrast to the majority of 

landlords who have attorneys. Some defendants do not even attend court because they 

feel that there is no hope of overcoming the eviction. Those who do attend court face an 

unspoken presumption that they will be evicted. If defendants state they did not pay 

rent the court will almost always enter judgement with no further hearing. 

The Legal Aid Society is also participating in an Eviction Diversion Committee which 

involves various stakeholders in the community who are combatting this issue. This 

committee is helping identify the community issues and work towards solutions to stop 

the eviction crisis. In the midst of COVID-19, LAS’s partnerships with other eviction 

prevention groups in our service area has grown and we are working with several 

agencies to actively address the impending eviction crisis.  Utilization of volunteer 

attorneys will be critical to this effort.   

The Eviction Defense Project is in the process of developing an outreach plan, a 

recruitment plan, and a client referral plan.  A training module was created and is 

available online for volunteer attorneys to receive training on the basics of eviction law 

in Kentucky.  Additional help and mentorship is provided through LAS team members, 

including the Managing Attorney of Volunteer Services and Community Engagement.  

Prior to the pandemic, several lunch and learns were held at law firms for the purpose 

of recruitment and training.  This project is in partnership with the Louisville Bar 

Foundation who provided a grant to start the program.  

Kentucky Justice Online 

Kentucky Justice Online is a collaborative and statewide effort to provide legal 

information via live chat and advice and counsel through an online pro bono portal to 

low-income Kentuckians.   The site is currently being improved upon and is therefore 

under construction per a directive of the Office of Compliance and Enforcement.  After 
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several launching and then re-constructions, the site fully launched for use on an 

ongoing basis in 2020.    

Kentucky Justice Online is an innovative program which will allow clients to access 

volunteer attorneys via the web.  This program is managed by the Managing Attorney 

of Volunteer Services and Community Engagement.  Initial funding for the program 

was received through a Technology Initiative Grant.   

Individuals access the program via the statewide legal aid website www.kyjustice.org  

They are able to access legal information from a librarian via a live chat feature.  

Members of the public will be able to chat with a librarian online who will provide 

immediate assistance through the provision of available information and linking the 

user with available resources.    

If the user needs additional assistance, the librarian can refer them to an online portal, 

where they are screened for income eligibility and conflicts.  Once eligibility is 

established, the user will be able to choose a type of legal problem and then type a 

question.  After the questions are screened by a Legal Aid attorney, the questions are 

posted to the portal.  Volunteer attorneys may then review questions at times 

convenient to them and pick questions to which they are qualified to respond.   

Volunteers are recruited and trained on the online process.  Outreach efforts are 

ongoing to notify key community partners of the accessibility of the service.  Librarians 

have been trained on the availability of the service and how to assist clients with initial 

basic requests for legal information via a chat service that is incorporated into the 

service.   

Rural Family Law Services 

VLP continues to grow and adapt its family law services in the 14-county service area 

outside of Jefferson County. Services are provided to individuals through self-help 

measures, advice and counsel, pro bono representation, and through the use of contract 

attorneys.  Since 2015, Legal Aid has been utilizing contract attorneys willing to be paid 

a reduced fee to represent clients in our rural areas.  The request for attorneys was 

opened to the bar at large and currently, Legal Aid works with 4 contract attorneys for 

the provision of divorce and domestic violence services outside Jefferson County.  For 

cases that don’t involve complex litigation, clients are served at clinics where they are 

provided limited self-help assistance.  Clinics have been expanded each year and are 

now held in Breckinridge County, Hardin County, Grayson County, Jefferson County, 

http://www.kyjustice.org/
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Meade County, Nelson County, Shelby County, and Washington County on a regular 

basis.   

Assisting Victims of Sexual Assault on Campus 

VLP continues to accept referrals from the Center for Women and Families and the 

Ackerson Law Clinic at the Brandeis School of Law to provide services to victims of 

sexual assault on campus.  Our community and nation have increased awareness of the 

extent to which sexual assaults occur on campus.  Often, in addition to the violence 

suffered by the victim, there are serious legal issues which arise and necessitate zealous 

and aggressive legal intervention.  The need for victims of domestic violence to have 

representation at protective order proceedings in our courts has been addressed.   

Similarly, the need exists for victims of sexual assault to have representation on campus 

to ensure they receive the protections needed to afford their future safety and address 

the damage that has occurred to their lives.  These services may include legal action to 

ensure they have access to safe housing, request of protective orders on campus, 

provide assistance in navigating the criminal justice system and to serve as a 

mechanism to coordinate all of the legal services needed by the victim.   

In 2014, VLP partnered with community members and Kentucky’s Association of 

Sexual Assault Programs to offer an inaugural training to volunteer attorneys to assist 

victims of sexual assault.  Since then, VLP has regularly offered training, often in the 

context of overall training on assisting victims of violence, so that volunteers are 

equipped to handle these matters when they arise.   

Legal Aid University 

Legal Aid University is a collaborative partnership with the Kentucky Bar Association’s 

Young Lawyer’s Division (YLD) and the Legal Aid Society.  2019 marked the 6th Annual 

Legal Aid University. Legal Aid continues to serve as the leader in the planning of this 

effort, including the assembling of substantive content for the program and the 

recruitment of speakers for the Louisville session of the program.  Legal Aid University 

is a 5 hour CLE program which seeks to train volunteer attorneys in major areas of law 

affecting the safety and stability of the lives of people living in poverty.  Due to COVID-

19, this program was postponed.  The typical program provides training on the areas of 

housing, domestic violence and sexual assault, estate planning, social security and 

expungement.  The training has proven to be popular with volunteer attorneys and will 

continue to be replicated on an annual basis. 
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Volunteer Attorney Case Placement 

The cornerstone of VLP has always been the private placement of cases with volunteer 

attorneys.  VLP continues with this tradition and will place cases with attorneys for 

clients whose legal matters further one of Legal Aid’s five priorities.  Specifically, cases 

will be placed under the following circumstances: 

 Family Law matters for victims of domestic violence and other vulnerable 

populations 

 Consumer and Bankruptcy for clients whose stability and well-being are in 

jeopardy without legal intervention 

 Expungements 

 Eviction and housing matters  

 Life Planning Documents 

 Non-Profit formation for Community Groups serving people living in poverty  

 Low-Income Tax Payer Clinic (LITC) 

 Other matters for vulnerable populations as decided on a case-by-case basis. 

Pro Se Divorce Clinics 

VLP provides self-help divorce clinics for clients in our 15-county service area.  Each 

year we work to schedule clinics in Jefferson, Breckinridge, Hardin, Meade, Nelson, 

Shelby, and Washington counties.  The location of clinics is driven by requests for 

services and as we track these needs, we schedule clinics to assist clients accordingly.  

Clients are invited to attend a clinic that is most convenient for them in reference to time 

and location.  VLP hosts a clinic in Jefferson County monthly.  VLP is working to host 

clinics more frequently in the rural service areas with a goal of 4 per year in Hardin and 

2 per year in the remaining counties.   

At each clinic, a presentation is provided to clients for the purpose of providing an 

overview of the divorce process.  Specific instruction is provided on how to serve your 

spouse, how to request a warning order attorney, legal methods to protect your address 

from your spouse in the case of domestic violence, assistance in protecting personal 

identifying information from being placed in the public record and other matters of 

importance.  A PowerPoint presentation is utilized in most clinics to provide 

consistency in the presentation among volunteers.   

Following the presentation, clients are provided packets of forms specific to their cases 

(With Children With Agreement, With Children Without Agreement, With Children 
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Warning Order Attorney, Without Children Without Agreement, Without Children 

With Agreement, Without Children Warning Order Attorney).  Volunteer attorneys and 

law students assist clients in the completion of the forms providing assistance as 

requested.  When clients have completed their packets, an attorney meets with each 

client individually, reviews the forms and provides advice specific to the client’s 

particular circumstances.  Clients then execute the documents in the presence of a 

notary and leave the clinic ready to file their case with their local court clerk.  

Additional help is available each month for follow-up help.  Follow-up clinics are held 

monthly 30-minutes following the regularly scheduled Jefferson County clinic.  A 

volunteer attorney meets with clients who need additional assistance to move their 

cases forward, providing advice, instruction and forms to assist them in this effort.  For 

clients outside Jefferson County, additional assistance is provided by Legal Aid staff in 

VLP or the client can also attend another rural clinic.   

Due to COVID-19, in-person clinics are on hold.  Instead, we are working with clients 

and providing individual pro se support as well has holding virtual clinics to provide 

information to assist in the completion of forms.  We are working to recruit volunteers 

to accept pro se assisted cases so that clients may receive the same service they would 

normally receive in person at a clinic in our new virtual workspace.   

Pro Se Divorce Forms 

At present, VLP manages the following 4 sets of self-help divorce forms:  

 Jefferson County 

 Nelson/Larue Counties 

 Hardin County 

 Universal Form (used in other 11 counties in our service area). 

While VLP utilizes these forms as it is necessary to the service of our clients, VLP 

continues to work with stakeholders to create and have approved a standardized set of 

self-help divorce forms that can be used in all Kentucky’s 120.  A fundamental 

cornerstone of Legal Aid’s work is access to justice for all clients regardless of situation 

or geographic location.  VLP continues to revise forms to conform to the requirements 

of the courts and local rules.  Furthermore, the forms were revised to be gender neutral 

to enable same sex couples to file for divorce.  The forms are based upon the forms in 

use in Jefferson County which have been approved for use by the Kentucky Supreme 

Court.  Legal Aid will continue to abide by all local court rules and work with clients to 
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draft the appropriate documents to successfully request a divorce, pro se, from our 

citizen’s courts. 

Life Planning Document Clinics 

VLP holds Life Planning Document Clinics regularly to provide members of our 

community basic life planning documents.  VLP holds these clinics at a variety of 

locations in the community including the Louisville Urban League, assisted living 

facilities, apartment complexes, community centers and other non-profit partners.   

Most clinics occur as part of a 2-step process.  First, an information session is held at a 

community agency.  At this session, a volunteer attorney provides attendees with 

information about what life planning documents most people need:  Will, General 

Power of Attorney, Medical Power of Attorney (Living Will, Healthcare surrogate).  The 

volunteer discusses the legal ramifications of these documents and the legal and 

practical ramifications of failure to draft these documents.  Attendees ask questions and 

receive information regarding specific factual circumstances.  Attendees are then 

offered the opportunity to have life planning documents drafted and those who desire 

these are screened for income eligibility.  Eligible clients are provided a Life Planning 

Document Questionnaire to complete and return within a set period of time.  

Once the questionnaires are returned, VLP matches each client with a volunteer 

attorney for the purpose of having the documents drafted.  A second date is scheduled 

to hold a Life Planning Document Clinic at that community agency.  Clients then meet 

with their volunteer attorney in person and execute their life planning documents.  

Clients leave the clinic with their original life planning documents in-hand and receive 

instruction on proper storage of the documents and advice as to persons they should 

notify of the documents’ existence.     

Pro Bono Custody Project 

The Pro Bono Custody Project has its genesis in a request from the Jefferson Family 

Court to assist in the provision of volunteer guardian ad litem attorneys in high-conflict 

custody matters.  In late 2014, VLP hosted and planned a full-day GAL training in 

concert with the Children’s Law Center for the purpose of rejuvenating this program, 

streamlining the process and recruiting new volunteers to assist in the provision of this 

service to children.  Over 40 volunteer attorneys attended the training.  VLP revised the 

forms previously in use and is currently receiving new referrals from the courts 

regularly.   
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VLP continues this work, placing cases as referred by the Courts with volunteer 

attorneys.  VLP utilizes volunteers who have a wealth of family law experience in this 

project, which is a valuable resource for the children and families impacted by this 

service.     

Domestic Violence Advocacy Program (DVAP) 

Victims of domestic violence are more likely to return to their abusers when they do not 

have access to sufficient support and resources.  The Domestic Violence Advocacy 

Program gives victims the support they need to successfully access the Court system 

and end their relationship with an abusive partner or other party who is threatening 

their safety.  This program provides direct legal representation to victims of domestic 

violence at protective order hearings.  This includes hearings in Family Court between 

parties who are related in some manner, as defined by Kentucky statute, as well as 

hearings in District Court for parties who do not share a familial relationship, as 

defined by the law (In 2016, the Kentucky legislature expanded protections to victims 

who under the law did not qualify for a Domestic Violence Order.   The law enabled 

victims of sexual assault, stalking, and dating violence to obtain an Interpersonal 

Protective Order) . 

LAS utilizes both in-house attorneys and contract attorneys to provide these services.  

VLP works in concert with the Personal Safety Unit to coordinate services.     

For DVAP volunteer cases, attorneys are recruited and trained on how to work with 

clients of domestic violence, the dynamics of domestic violence and how to litigate a 

DVO case.  Volunteer attorneys register with the program and agree to handle DVO 

dockets for multiple clients on the same date.  DVAP screens applicants to ensure that 

the applicant is a victim of domestic violence and that he/she is eligible for Legal Aid 

Services.  DVAP investigates the case and provides the criminal background of both 

parties to the volunteer attorney along with a copy of all pertinent court documents.   

The volunteer attorney consults with the client prior to the hearing and represents the 

client in court on the DVO hearing date.  No more than three cases are assigned to one 

volunteer on a particular docket.   

Doctors and Lawyers for Kids (DLK) 

Doctors and Lawyers for Kids is a medical-legal partnership which is a separate non-

profit entity that, in partnership with the Legal Aid Society and the Louisville Bar 

Association provides services to children and families who are referred by their 

healthcare provider.  LAS staff members work with physicians screen for and identify 
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health-harming legal problems and refer patients to DLK. The attorneys essentially 

participate as part of the medical team.  Through both staff representation and 

representation from volunteer attorneys through the Louisville Bar Association, the 

program provides free legal services to people in poverty in order to address these 

social determinants of health. 

The program determines priorities by attempting to eliminate or minimize Adverse 

Childhood Experiences (ACE).  The program accepts cases in the following areas, which 

are represented through the acronym I-HELP: 

 Income Supports 

 Housing & Utilities 

 Education & Employment 

 Legal Status (Immigration) 

 Personal Safety & Stability 

The attorneys in this partnership train physicians to recognize these social determinants 

of health, represent patient-clients referred by their physicians, and advocate for 

systemic change.  The Doctors & Lawyers for Kids team includes one full-time attorney 

and one part-time attorney and paralegal who devotes over half his work time to DLK.    

Volunteer Placement in Veteran Cases 

Volunteer Lawyers for Veterans (VLV) was a program created in 2015 when the Legal 

Aid Society was awarded a Pro Bono Innovation Fund from LSC.  The program existed 

to address the civil legal needs of low-income veterans throughout Kentucky by 

recruiting and training volunteer attorneys. Though the Pro Bono Innovation Fund 

grant has since expired, the infrastructure put in place by this program is still used.  

Requests from veterans for assistance come through a statewide toll-free phone number 

that directs the veteran to a legal aid staff person dedicated to the appropriate regional 

legal aid office.  The staff will either place with house staff attorneys or with private 

attorneys who have expressed a desire to serve Kentucky’s veterans.  Specifically low-

income veterans and their families are assisted with the following issues.  

 Helping on family issues, including court protective orders, divorces, child 

support and other related issues. 

 Resolving consumer debt issues 

 Defending evictions or foreclosures. 
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 Assisting in Unemployment Insurance claims or other benefit claims that provide 

economic stability. 

Expungement Clinics 

Many Legal Aid clients face barriers to employment and housing because of their 

criminal records contain either dismissals, convictions, or a combination of the both. 

The mistakes of their past follow them around often forever and never allow people 

who have paid their debt to society to break free from the cycle of poverty and improve 

their life. In the past two years, the Kentucky State Legislature has taken notice of this 

issue and has overhauled the previous expungement law that was very restrictive on 

what offenses were eligible for expungement. The legislature has passed multiple laws 

that broaden the number of offenses that are now eligible for expungement. Most 

notable is that many class D felonies are now eligible for expungement when before the 

change in the law it was nearly impossible to expunge a felony.  

Due to this drastic change in the law, the Legal Aid Society has seen a large increase in 

the number of clients who have offenses eligible for expungement. To respond to this 

large need, Legal Aid Society has forged partnership with multiple service providers in 

the community including Goodwill Industries and the Louisville Urban League to host 

expungement clinics in Jefferson County. Currently quarterly expungement clinics are 

held at Goodwill Industries in Jefferson County. In 2019, we expanded our 

expungement clinic work to include clinics in Bullitt and Shelby Counties.  VLP works 

in concert with the Economic Stability Unit to staff the clinics and provide this service to 

clients.  Clients who are assisted by volunteers have their cases managed through VLP.  

Clients assisted by attorneys in the Economic Stability Unit have their cases managed 

by an individual LAS staff member.   

The change in the law has also created lot of publicity and interest in expungements 

and the private bar has responded by offering to assist with these clinics and with 

individual expungement cases. VLP has offered multiple free CLEs to any attorney 

interested in engaging in pro bono expungement work and continues to do so through 

both large-scale and lunch and learn CLEs.   

At the expungement clinic, after income in screened and conflict check are conducted, 

every person who attends has their record either reviewed by a volunteer attorney or 

staff attorney. They are advised on what is eligible for expungement and when it would 

be eligible. If there record is determined eligible for expungement now, further action is 
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taken to move the case forward, including ordering a Kentucky State Police Report 

which is a required document needed to file an expungement.   

Once that report comes back, clients either attend follow up clinics to meet with a 

volunteer attorney or a staff attorney to fill out the necessary forms pro se to file their 

expungement.  Eligible clients are sometimes referred to a volunteer attorney to provide 

direct representation. The volunteer will file the appropriate documentation with the 

court to request the expungement.  The client and volunteer attorney then appear in 

court to request the expungement from the Court.   

Project H.E.L.P.  

Project H.E.L.P. (Homeless Experience Legal Protection) Louisville provides assistance 

to homeless individuals who have legal problems but lack the means by which to access 

the justice system to resolve those issues.  Project H.E.L.P. assists homeless individuals 

with legal issues that may contribute to homelessness and be barriers to employment, 

housing, safety, and economic stability.  Through a combination of volunteer attorneys, 

law students, and Legal Aid Society (LAS) resources, homeless individuals are able to 

access an attorney and resolve legal problems. In many cases, the problem that is 

preventing a homeless individual from applying for a job, seeking benefits to which he 

is entitled, or obtaining housing is something that a lawyer is able to resolve in a matter 

of hours, or by making a few simple telephone calls. Other cases are more complicated 

and require follow up representation. In most instances, the individual’s legal problem 

is resolved, and what had been a major obstacle in his life is no longer a problem. 

Since the program’s launch in September 2015, Project H.E.L.P. hosts twice a month 

(every other Tuesday), a legal clinic at the St. John Center.  St. John Center is a homeless 

shelter for men that provide services such as an Emergency Day Shelter, a Social 

Services Center, and a Permanent Housing Program.  Staffed by two volunteer 

attorneys, the Project H.E.L.P. paralegal, and a Legal Aid attorney, the program 

currently serves on average 5 to 10 clients at each clinic.  

In late 2016, Project H.E.L.P. expanded their reach by hiring a full time staff attorney to 

increase the legal clinics to other homeless service providers. In 2017, Project H.E.L.P. 

staff reached out to various agencies to find another site to have a permanent legal 

clinic.  Project H.E.L.P. did not need to look very far for the next permanent site.  Just 

across the street from the Legal Aid Society, the Cathedral of the Assumption offers a 

free lunch 365 days a year.   In an effort to reach this vulnerable population, a legal 

clinic is held twice a month during lunch time at the Cathedral.  
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Throughout 2017 Project H.E.L.P. also partnered with the Volunteers for Veterans 

Program to assist clients at pop up clinics.  The first clinic was held at Interlink, which is 

a homeless shelter for veterans in recovery.  The second clinic was held at the Urban 

League and with the sole focus of pro se assistance on child support issues for veterans 

or homeless clients.  Another pop up clinic was hosted at Springhaven, which is the 

domestic violence shelter in Hardin County that assists clients in that county and 

surrounding rural counties.   

For the last three years, Project H.E.L.P. has expanded to have regular legal clinics the 

Healing Place for Men and the Healing Place for Women.  Both of these facilities are 

nationally-recognized recovery programs.  The Healing Places provide food, clothing, 

and shelter for over 600 clients seeking help with their addictions.  These clinics have 

been so successful that the program is considering expanding the clinics to quarterly.  

The Project H.E.L.P. staff attorney and the half time paralegal are supervised by the 

managing attorney of Volunteer Services and Community Engagement. 

Project H.E.L.P. also expanded to hosting twice a month (every other Wednesday), a 

legal clinic at the Uniting Partners for Women and Children (UP). This shelter just 

opened in summer of 2018 and Project H.E.L.P. almost immediately partnered with 

them to meet the need of their clients. UP is a homeless shelter for women and children 

that provide services such as an Emergency Day Shelter, a Social Services Center, and a 

Permanent Housing Program.   Staffed by two volunteer attorneys, the Project H.E.L.P. 

paralegal, and a Legal Aid attorney, the program currently serves on average 5 to 10 

clients at each clinic. 

Volunteer Attorney Recruitment 

VLP utilizes a variety of methods to recruit and maintain a vibrant volunteer base.  

Volunteers are recruited through outreach at legal programs such as the Kentucky Law 

Update, Kentucky Bar Association New Lawyer Program, Louisville Bar Association 

functions and the Kentucky Bar Convention.  VLP reaches out in person at these events 

and provides information to attendees about Legal Aid’s services and the volunteer 

opportunities available.  VLP also hosts Continuing Legal Education (CLE) programs 

throughout the year to train attorney how to handle cases for Legal Aid clients.  

Examples of this include training, Legal Aid University, “Clean Records, Dirty 

Martini’s” Expungement CLE, “Small Commitment, Big Impact: Limited 

Representation in Pro Bono Cases” with sessions on Kentucky Justice Online, Fair 

Credit Report and a Housing Law Panel.  VLP uses all methods available, including 
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social media, in-person outreach, online application, to recruit volunteers on an ongoing 

basis.   

Community Connections and Feedback 

VLP is responsive to the community and seeks feedback from community members, 

clients and the legal community in which we serve.  This PAI plan is distributed to the 

public via Legal Aid Society’s web site, www.laslou.org.  It is also available in paper 

upon request.  The PAI plan is also distributed to the Legal Aid Society’s Board of 

Directors, which is comprised of attorneys and other community members who are 

familiar with and responsive to the needs of the economically disadvantaged in our 

community.  Both the Legal Aid Society’s Executive Director and the Managing 

Attorney of Volunteer Services and Community Engagement serve on the Louisville 

Bar Association’s Pro Bono Consortium and provide a copy of this plan to that entity for 

the purpose of inviting feedback and well as communicating what services are available 

for clients through VLP.  We receive any feedback provided and incorporate those 

ideas, to the extent possible, in our final plan.   

Quality Assurances 

All volunteers are required to provide their Kentucky Bar Association identification 

number and the date they became licensed.  Active status with the KBA is a prerequisite 

to serving as a volunteer attorney and is verified online through the KBA’s online 

lawyer locater search service.  Cases are placed with volunteers based upon their area of 

expertise and, as noted in other parts of this PAI plan, training is provided regularly to 

educate lawyers and train them in areas of law outside their normal area of practice.  

For example, the Domestic Violence Advocacy Program provides at least two trainings 

per year instructing on all the material necessary to prepare and attorney to handle a 

Domestic Violence Order case.  In addition to this, less experienced attorneys are 

matched with an experienced Legal Aid attorney for court shadowing and co-

counseling prior to individual case placement.  

Volunteer attorneys are provided assistance throughout the case process as needed.  

Less experienced attorneys will seek Legal Aid attorneys regularly for consultation and 

guidance.  Legal Aid attorneys serve to mentor the newer volunteers as they become 

more experienced at handling Legal Aid cases.  Likewise, as volunteers gain experience, 

it has also become our experience that our more seasoned volunteers then mentor new 

volunteer attorneys in their own firms and in the legal community in general.   

Case Monitoring and Oversight 
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Cases that are placed with attorneys for extended litigation are monitored and checked 

at least quarterly for progress on the case.  When a case is completed, volunteer 

attorneys are required to submit a Case Outcome Form.  At that time, the case is closed.   

Eligibility and Equal Access to Services 

Eligible clients have income at or below 125% of the U.S Poverty level or between 125% 

and 200% of the poverty level if certain financial burdens are present such as fixed debt, 

taxes or other financial obligations.  These financial requirements are reviewed and 

approved by the Board of Directors annually.  Eligible clients are U.S. citizens, eligible 

aliens or persons who are approved for assistance regardless of citizenship pursuant to 

the Kennedy Amendment.  All cases are screened for potential conflicts of interest using 

Legal Aid’s electronic case management system, KEMPS, in which all clients and their 

respective case information are stored.  Clients who have special needs or who do not 

speak English as their primary method of communication are provided assistance and 

interpreters as needed based upon the individual’s specific needs.  The Legal Aid 

Society does not discriminate on any basis prohibited by law. 

COVID-19 Update 

As the result of COVID-19 and the ensuing pandemic, many of the regular programs 

noted in this plan have been modified to ensure the safety of clients, staff, and 

volunteers.  LAS has remained open to the public in a virtual environment and 

continues to modify services in order to meet the needs of our client community in the 

safest way possible and in conform to Center for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines as 

well as local orders.   
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